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Single-Shot Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopic Imaging
with Partial Parallel Imaging
Stefan Posse,1,2* Ricardo Otazo,2 Shang-Yueh Tsai,3 Akio Ernesto Yoshimoto,2 and
Fa-Hsuan Lin4,5,6
A magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) pulse sequence based on proton– echo-planar-spectroscopic-imaging
(PEPSI) is introduced that measures two-dimensional metabolite maps in a single excitation. Echo-planar spatial–spectral
encoding was combined with interleaved phase encoding and
parallel imaging using SENSE to reconstruct absorption mode
spectra. The symmetrical k-space trajectory compensates
phase errors due to convolution of spatial and spectral encoding. Single-shot MRSI at short TE was evaluated in phantoms
and in vivo on a 3-T whole-body scanner equipped with a
12-channel array coil. Four-step interleaved phase encoding
and fourfold SENSE acceleration were used to encode a 16 ⴛ 16
spatial matrix with a 390-Hz spectral width. Comparison with
conventional PEPSI and PEPSI with fourfold SENSE acceleration demonstrated comparable sensitivity per unit time when
taking into account g-factor–related noise increases and differences in sampling efﬁciency. LCModel ﬁtting enabled quantiﬁcation of inositol, choline, creatine, and N-acetyl-aspartate
(NAA) in vivo with concentration values in the ranges measured
with conventional PEPSI and SENSE-accelerated PEPSI. Cramer–Rao lower bounds were comparable to those obtained
with conventional SENSE-accelerated PEPSI at the same voxel
size and measurement time. This single-shot MRSI method is
therefore suitable for applications that require high temporal
resolution to monitor temporal dynamics or to reduce sensitivity to tissue movement. Magn Reson Med 61:541–547, 2009.
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Ultra– high-speed magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) with acquisition times in the range of a few
seconds will enable novel research applications, such as
the measurement of metabolic dynamics in hyperpolarized MRI for tumor diagnosis and treatment monitoring
(1–3), as well as assessment of cardiac function (4). Another possible application, which is complementary to
diffusion-sensitive MRI (5– 8), is spatial mapping of metabolite diffusion to study intracellular mobility (9,10).
Ultra– high-speed MRSI is also applicable to biochemical
imaging in moving organs, such as the heart, liver, and
breast (11,12).
A number of laboratories have developed high-speed
MRSI methods, mostly using echo-planar and spiral readout modules, which provide considerable acceleration as
compared with conventional phase-encoded MRSI (13–
22). Recently, Mayer et al. described ultra– high-speed
metabolic imaging of systems with sparse spectra for applications in hyperpolarized 13C imaging (23). The imaging
method in their study was based on spiral readout encoding and enabled single-shot mapping of 13C spectra in
seconds, albeit at narrow spectral width, which required
separate reconstruction of each spectral peak. In a follow-up publication, Levin et al. described a least-squares
reconstruction to optimize fast spiral spectroscopic imaging by taking into account chemical shift evolution during
the readout period (24). Both methods are most suitable for
sparse spectra with well-separated peaks.
Recent advances in parallel MRI employing information
from different channels in a radio-frequency (RF) coil array enable considerable acceleration of MRSI. Dydak et al.
demonstrated acceleration of conventional phase-encoded
MRSI with acquisition times of just a few minutes using
sensitivity encoding (SENSE) (25,26).
Recently, we have developed even faster spatial–spectral encoding by combining proton– echo-planar-spectroscopic-imaging (PEPSI) with parallel imaging to obtain
minimum encoding times of 1 min for three-dimensional
(3D) encoding of a 32 ⫻ 32 ⫻ 8 matrix (27) and twodimensional (2D) mapping with encoding times as short as
16 sec for a 32 ⫻ 32 matrix (28,29).
In the present study, we extend this approach by interleaving partial phase encoding into the PEPSI readout
trajectory (30,31) and using SENSE reconstruction (27) to
achieve 2D spatial and spectral encoding in a single-shot
with spectral width large enough to encompass the major
singlet resonances in 1H spectra in the human brain. The
readout module was designed with symmetric forward
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FIG. 1. Gradient switching scheme for single-shot spatial–spectral
encoding with negative and positive phase-encoding gradient blips.
A set of eight readout gradients with duration t forms a readout
module with negative readout gradients labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4, and
positive readout gradients labeled 1⬘, 2⬘, 3⬘, and 4⬘. This module
encodes an imaging matrix with 16 pixels in the phase-encoding
direction using fourfold acceleration with partial parallel imaging.
The readout module is repeated N times to encode the spectral
dimension (61 ⫻ 41 mm; 300 ⫻ 300 DPI).

and backward k-space trajectories to enable reconstruction
of pure absorption mode spectra. We show quantitative
mapping of major spectral peaks of inositol, choline, creatine, and N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA) in vivo on a 3-T
whole-body MR scanner equipped with a 12-channel receive-only coil array. We also compare single-shot PEPSI
with our recently published PEPSI methodology using
conventional phase encoding (conventional PEPSI) (22)
and fourfold SENSE acceleration (SENSE-PEPSI) (28), and
with data from a pulse sequence that combines single-shot
encoding and additional conventional phase encoding to
characterize the point spread function (PSF-PEPSI). Conventional PEPSI data with spectral width identical to that
of single-shot encoding (low bandwidth PEPSI–LBWPEPSI) were extracted from PSF-PEPSI to characterize the
effects of narrow spectral width on sensitivity and spectral
quantiﬁcation. Preliminary accounts of this work were
presented at a recent meeting (32).
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uniform readout gradient inversion periodicity; and (c)
obtain symmetrical chemical shift–related phase evolution
in the even and odd echo data by positioning the center of
the ﬁrst readout module at the spin– echo time TE. For
each spatial encoding module a series of positive phaseencoding gradients blips is followed by a series of negative
phase-encoding gradient blips, resulting in a zig-zag trajectory in kx–ky–t-space (Fig. 2).
Each readout module in kx–ky space is traversed symmetrically forward and backward. The end of the forward
k-space trajectory of the ﬁrst readout module is positioned
at the spin– echo time TE to minimize ﬁrst-order phase
error upon combination of even and odd echo data. Accelerated phase-encoding steps through ky-space by skipping
R ky-space lines.
Single-shot encoding requires interleaving of phase-encoding gradients, which reduces the sampling efﬁciency of
the ADC as compared with conventional PEPSI encoding.
With adaptation according to the theory described by Pohmann et al. (33), the normalized SNR per unit time and
unit volume is given by:
SNR ⫽

SNR refV 冑1 ⫺ t d/共t ADC ⫹ t d兲 冑TR ⫻ N
g

[1]

where SNRref is the reference SNR per unit time and unit
volume (sec–1/2 cm–1) measured in data acquired with conventional PEPSI encoding, V is voxel size (cm3), td is ADC
dead time during readout module (sec), tADC is ADC on
time during readout module (sec), TR is repetition time
(sec), N is number of scan repetitions number (taking into
account R-fold acceleration with parallel imaging), and g is
the g-factor. The sampling efﬁciency, , of the ADC is
deﬁned as:

METHODS
Theory
The single-shot method is based on the PEPSI-encoding
scheme described in previous publications (21,22) and
requires a phased-array RF receive coil that generates a
sufﬁcient number of spatially distinct sensitivity patterns
to enable acceleration with parallel imaging. Spatial–spectral encoding is performed by interleaving phase-encoding
gradient blips into the alternating readout gradient train
between pairs of positive and negative readout gradient
pulses to form a series of 2D spatial-encoding modules
with duration ⌬t (Fig. 1). Repetition of this spatial-encoding module encodes spectral information with reconstructed spectral width 1/⌬t. The k-space trajectory is designed to: (a) maximize signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by minimizing analog-to-digital converter (ADC) dead time using
ramp sampling; (b) minimize eddy current effects using

FIG. 2. The kx– ky–t-space trajectory for single-shot spatial–spectral
encoding. Phase-encoding lines are measured with ky-spacing R⌬k,
where R(⫽ 4) denotes the acceleration factor. Target ky-spacing
after SENSE reconstruction is ⌬k. Each readout module, which
consists of four forward and four reverse kx–ky-space-encoding
segments, is traversed forward and backward, and repeated Ntimes with spacing ⌬t to encode N spectral points. Data are only
collected during the horizontal segments of the trajectory (69 ⫻
50 mm; 300 ⫻ 300 DPI).
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⫽

冑1 ⫺ t d/共t ADC ⫹ t d兲

[2]

Pulse Sequence Implementation
Single-shot PEPSI was implemented on a 3-T Siemens Tim
Trio scanner equipped with 12-channel head array coils.
Spatial–spectral encoding was performed with 2048 trapezoidal readout gradients (240-s duration), 100-s phaseencoding blips, and fourfold uniform acceleration of phase
encoding to encode a 16 ⫻ 16 spatial matrix with a
192-mm minimum ﬁeld of view (FOV). Four readout segments for the forward trajectory and four readout segments
for the backward trajectory, respectively, resulted in a
2.56-msec readout module. Data were collected with twofold oversampling, regridded to correct the k-space trajectory distortion due to linear ramp sampling, and decimated two-fold to remove oversampling, as described previously (21,22). The reconstructed spectral width was
390 Hz and the digital spectral resolution was 1.5 Hz. The
pulse sequence included three-pulse water suppression
and eight-slice outer volume suppression, as described
previously (21,22). In addition, a modiﬁed pulse sequence
was used to collect data to characterize the point spread
function (PSF) of the single-shot encoding sequence (PSFPEPSI) and to obtain conventionally phase-encoded PEPSI
data with spectral width identical to that of single-shot
encoding (low-bandwidth PEPSI-LBW-PEPSI). To collect
these data the single-shot PEPSI sequence was repeated 16
times with a stepwise incremented conventional phaseencoding gradient along the y-direction to ﬁll an additional k-space dimension, referred to here as the PSF dimension.
Data Acquisition, Reconstruction, and Analysis
Measurements were performed on a spherical phantom
ﬁlled with a metabolite solution with concentration values
in the millimolar range and in healthy volunteers after
obtaining institutionally approved consent. Data were acquired with single-shot PEPSI, PSF-PEPSI, and with conventional PEPSI using TE ⫽ 11 msec, TR ⫽ 2 sec, and
voxel size ⫽ 14 ⫻ 14 ⫻ 15 mm3. Single-shot PEPSI was
performed with a FOV of 230 mm and 16 averages resulting in a 32-sec scan time. PSF-PEPSI was performed with
a FOV of 230 mm and 1 average resulting in a 32-sec scan
time. Conventional PEPSI was performed with a 1087-Hz
spectral width, a 32 ⫻ 16 (readout ⫻ phase encode) image
matrix, a FOV of 460 mm ⫻ 230 mm, and four averages
resulting in 128-sec scan time. Fourfold accelerated PEPSI
data (SENSE-PEPSI) were obtained from data measured
with conventional PEPSI using fourfold undersampling
along the ky-dimension, resulting in an equivalent measurement time of 32 sec.
Data obtained with PSF-PEPSI were edited to obtain
conventional phase-encoded low-bandwidth PEPSI (LBWPEPSI) data by extracting for each repetition of the readout
module the two gradient echoes that correspond to the
center of the ky-space encoded by the blipped phase-encoding gradients (labeled 2 and 2’ in Fig. 1).
Coil sensitivity maps were estimated using spectral water images from an extra fully phase-encoded non–watersuppressed (NWS) acquisition, as described previously

(27,28). Array geometry–related noise ampliﬁcation in the
reconstruction was computed using the g-factor (27,28).
Even and odd echo data were reconstructed separately
using SENSE reconstruction with regularization, as described previously (27). Coil-by-coil SENSE reconstruction
was generated by multiplying the combined SENSE reconstruction with the coil sensitivities in order to allow for
application of spectral phase correction and frequency
alignment to each channel separately. A sine bell ﬁlter was
applied across the two k-space dimensions and Fourier
transformation in the temporal domain was applied. The
reconstructed NWS data were used to automatically correct zero-order phase error and frequency offset on a voxelby-voxel basis. First-order phase modulation in the even
and the odd echo data sets canceled during combination of
the two data sets, resulting in pure absorption mode spectra. Finally, the reconstructed multicoil data were combined using sensitivity-weighted combination.
Spectra were quantiﬁed using LCModel ﬁtting with analytically modeled basis sets, as described previously (22).
Errors in metabolite quantiﬁcation in LCModel (% SD) are
expressed in Cramer–Rao lower bound (CRLB, the lowest
bound of the standard deviation of the estimated metabolite concentration expressed as percentage of this concentration), which, when multiplied by 2.0, represent 95%
conﬁdence intervals of the estimated concentration values
(34). SNR values were taken from LCModel output.
Metabolite concentration images at 3 T were created
using the following thresholds to accept voxels: (a)
CRLB ⫽ 30% for creatine (Cr) and NAA, and CRLB ⫽ 50%
for choline (Cho) and inositol (Ins); and (b) spectral line
width (FWHM) ⫽ 0.2 ppm. Finally, the metabolite concentration maps were interpolated to a 128 ⫻ 128 matrix using
zero-ﬁlling of the k-space data to improve visualization.
RESULTS
Data acquired with single-shot PEPSI encoding demonstrate adequate spectral width to encompass the major
metabolites of interest in 1H spectroscopy of brain. PSFPEPSI k-space data obtained at 3 T in a spherical phantom
conﬁrmed that blipped interleaved phase encoding was
consistent with conventional phase encoding: When plotting the k-space signal intensity as a function of PSF kydimension versus the single-shot ky-dimension, a nearly
linear relationship was found.
Fig. 3 shows metabolic images and water-suppressed
spectra acquired on a phantom with conventional PEPSI,
SENSE-PEPSI, LBW-PEPSI, and single-shot PEPSI. The average g-factor of SENSE reconstruction was 2.1 ⫾ 0.4 (Fig.
3b). The average SNR of the single-shot PEPSI data (7.8 ⫾
6.8) was in a similar range as that in the SENSE-PEPSI data
(7.5 ⫾ 2.3) and the LBW-PEPSI data (8.0 ⫾ 2.7). The
average spectral line width measured with all four methods was similar (conventional PEPSI 4.3 ⫾ 2.8 Hz, SENSEPEPSI 5.0 ⫾ 3.2 Hz, LBW-PEPSI 4.0 ⫾ 2.4 Hz, single-shot
PEPSI 4.5 ⫾ 2.6 Hz) (Fig. 3c’–f’). The baseline in the
SENSE-PEPSI and single-shot PEPSI spectra was slightly
distorted due to residual water aliased from distant regions
with B0 shifts and spatial aliasing of peripheral lipid signals due to imperfections in SENSE reconstruction. In the
LBW-PEPSI and single-shot PEPSI data, the spectral alias-
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FIG. 3. Comparison of MRSI methods on the spherical phantom. (a) MRI of with volume location of spectral arrays shown below. (b)
g-factor map for SENSE reconstruction. (c,d) Spectroscopic images of choline (Cho), creatine (Cr), and N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA) (TR/TE
2 sec/11 msec, voxel size 3 cm3) PEPSI (c) using conventional, (d) SENSE-PEPSI, (e) LBW-PEPSI, and (f) single-shot PEPSI. Corresponding spectral arrays (c’–f’) display the spectral range from 1.8 to 4 ppm (80 ⫻ 51 mm; 300 ⫻ 300 DPI).

ing of NAA onto the low-ﬁeld side of the residual water
peak resulted in increased baseline distortion, which increased ﬁtting errors and, as a result, introduced inhomogeneity in the corresponding metabolite maps (Fig. 3e and f).
Fig. 4 shows metabolic images and water-suppressed
spectra acquired in an axial supraventricular slice in the
human brain with PEPSI, SENSE-PEPSI, LBW-PEPSI, and
single-shot PEPSI. The placement of the outer volume
suppression slices along the periphery of the brain is
shown in Fig. 4a. The mean g-factor (2.32 ⫾ 0.45) was
comparable in magnitude to that in the phantom data (Fig.
4b). The single-shot PEPSI metabolite maps (Fig. 4f) show
relatively uniform spatial distributions of Ins, Cho, Cr, and
NAA, consistent with the maps obtained with conventional PEPSI and LBW-PEPSI (Fig. 4c and e). However,
larger spatial nonuniformity was measured in the singleshot PEPSI data, which is in part due to g-factor–related
noise enhancement and spatial aliasing of residual water
and peripheral lipid peaks as a result of SENSE reconstruction errors. The single-shot spectrum in Fig. 4f shows
clearly identiﬁable spectral peaks from Ins, Cho, Cr, NAA,
as well as multiplet peaks between Ins and Cr at 3.9 ppm,
consistent with the data obtained with conventional
PEPSI, SENSE-PEPSI, and LBW-PEPSI (Fig. 4c– e). The
LBW-PEPSI and single-shot PEPSI spectra show baseline
distortion in the vicinity of NAA, which was aliased onto
the low-ﬁeld shoulder of the residual water peak. The
slice-averaged spectral line width of all four methods was
in a similar range as well (conventional PEPSI 8.7 ⫾ 3.8,

SENSE-PEPSI 8.1 ⫾ 3.8, LBW-PEPSI 8.0 ⫾ 3.9, single-shot
PEPSI 10.2 ⫾ 5.3). Metabolite concentration values for the
four methods (Table 1) were in the range reported in our
previous study (22). Concentration values measured with
SENSE-PEPSI, LBW-PEPSI, and single-shot PEPSI were
slightly overestimated due to low SNR, consistent with our
previous experience (22). The CRLBs of SENSE-PEPSI,
LBW-PEPSI, and single-shot PEPSI were in similar ranges
(Table 2).
DISCUSSION
The results of this study demonstrate the feasibility of
single-shot 2D MRSI with spectral width large enough to
encompass the major singlet resonances in 1H spectra in
the human brain. The methodology uses partial phase
encoding interleaved into an echo-planar readout trajectory (30,31) and partial parallel imaging with SENSE reconstruction (25) to strongly accelerate spatial encoding.
The achievable spectral width depends on gradient
switching performance for interleaving phase encoding
and on the spatial-encoding capabilities of the RF coil
array for acceleration with parallel imaging, which determines the number of required phase-encoding blips. Large
acceleration factors are required for achieving adequate
spectral width and spatial resolution, which favors the use
of large-scale array coils and high magnetic ﬁeld strength
(35). In this study we have used commercially available
array coils, which exhibit relatively large g-factors at the
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FIG. 4. Comparison of MRSI methods in vivo. (a) MRI of an axial supraventricular slice with positioning of outer volume suppression slices
and voxel location of spectra shown below, and (b) g-factor map for SENSE reconstruction. (c–f) Spectroscopic images of inositol (Ins),
choline (Cho), creatine (Cr), and N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA) (TR/TE 2 sec/ 11 msec, voxel size 3 cm3) using conventional PEPSI (c),
SENSE-PEPSI (d), LBW-PEPSI (e), and single-shot PEPSI (f). The selected spectra on the right display the superimposed LCModel ﬁt and
the estimated baseline in the spectral range from 1.8 to 4 ppm (69 ⫻ 56 mm; 300 ⫻ 300 DPI).

fourfold acceleration rate necessary for single-shot encoding. Alternate reconstruction schemes that avoid separation of even and odd echo data, such as the interlaced
Fourier transform, could be used to double the spectral
width (36,37). Further acceleration of spectral encoding to
increase spectral width can be achieved by generating

multiple spin echoes that are individually phase encoded,
as originally described by Duyn et al. (38).
Eq. [1] predicts that the sensitivity per unit time and unit
volume of single-shot PEPSI is only slightly smaller than
that of SENSE-PEPSI, which is consistent with our experimental data. Interleaving phase-encoding gradient blips

Table 1
Slice-Averaged Metabolite Concentration Values (mmol) in Human Brain (⫾SD)

Conventional PEPSI
SENSE-PEPSI
LBW-PEPSI
Single-shot PEPSI

Ins

Cho

Cr

NAA

5.5 ⫾ 2.2
7.2 ⫾ 4.6
5.5 ⫾ 2.3
6.8 ⫾ 4.6

2.0 ⫾ 0.7
2.1 ⫾ 0.8
2.3 ⫾ 1.5
2.4 ⫾ 1.7

8.6 ⫾ 3.7
9.0 ⫾ 2.3
9.8 ⫾ 3.7
14.1 ⫾ 10.9

11.7 ⫾ 3.8
11.8 ⫾ 4.3
9.9 ⫾ 3.3
13.6 ⫾ 8.2
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Table 2
Slice-Averaged Cramer-Reo Lower Bound Values (%) in Human Brain

Conventional PEPSI
SENSE-PEPSI
LBW-PEPSI
Single-shot PEPSI

Ins

Cho

Cr

NAA

20.4 ⫾ 9.4
27.7 ⫾ 8.6
19.4 ⫾ 12.0
22.2 ⫾ 19.2

11.1 ⫾ 7.2
20.0 ⫾ 7.9
28.1 ⫾ 31.7
25.6 ⫾ 28.2

8.1 ⫾ 4.8
14.4 ⫾ 4.7
12.5 ⫾ 9.2
14.4 ⫾ 17.3

6.0 ⫾ 4.8
11.2 ⫾ 6.4
12.2 ⫾ 6.8
14.3 ⫾ 18.6

in single-shot PEPSI results in slightly lower ADC data
sampling efﬁciency (s ⫽ 77%) as compared with conventional PEPSI and SENSE-PEPSI (s ⫽ 89%). Theory also
predicts that the sensitivity of single-shot PEPSI is similar
to that of LBW-PEPSI when taking into account reduced
sampling efﬁciency in the LBW-PEPSI data and g-factor–
related noise increases in the single-shot PEPSI data,
which can be seen as follows: The extraction of the two
echoes at ky ⫽ 0 in the PSF-PEPSI data to generate the
LBW-PEPSI data results in a 2.6-fold decrease in sensitivity per unit time as compared with single-shot PEPSI data,
which is largely compensated by the g-factor–related noise
enhancement in the single-shot PEPSI data. This is conﬁrmed by our data.
The narrow spectral width at 3-T leads to spectral aliasing of the NAA peak onto the low-ﬁeld shoulder of the
residual water peak. This makes baseline estimation and
spectral quantiﬁcation challenging, particularly for NAA.
The presence of overlapping multiplet resonances at the
short TE used in this study further complicates spectral
ﬁtting. The simulated spectral basis sets in this study did
not take into account spectral aliasing, which prevents
accurate ﬁtting of multiplet resonances and impairs estimation of the baseline. The LCModel ﬁtting results in vivo
in this study thus represent rough estimates of the actual
metabolite concentration values. An approximately 10%
increase in spectral width could be achieved using triangular instead of rectangular readout gradients at the expense of increased ramp sampling. This would increase
the separation of NAA and residual water and thus improve the quantiﬁcation of NAA. In future studies we will
use numerical optimization of the spectral width to minimize information loss due to overlapping spectral peaks
and explicitly model basis sets for narrow spectral width
to enable quantiﬁcation of multiplet peaks. Increasing
spectral width using array coils with a larger number of
coil elements and larger SENSE acceleration factors will
further increase the robustness of spectral ﬁtting.
Part of the baseline distortion in the single-shot PEPSI
spectra arises from spatial aliasing of residual peripheral
lipids signals as a result of imperfections in SENSE reconstruction due to errors in coil sensitivity estimation and
intravoxel coil sensitivity variation due to the low spatial
resolution of the acquisition. The use of short TE, which
we chose to maximize SNR and to compare with our
previous short TE studies, increases this baseline distortion. The use the minimum-norm SENSE reconstruction
technique would minimize spatial bleeding due to intravoxel coil sensitivity variation (39).
Off-resonance effects in our 3-T data blur the spatial
response function of aliased signals originating from outside of the encoded spectral width, as described by Mayer

et al. (23). Centering the spectrum at 2.6 ppm using transmitter and receiver offsets (not yet implemented in this
study) will reduce spatial blurring for the major singlet
resonances, but not for aliased macromolecular and lipid
signals. Additional complexity arises from the reordering
of the readout trajectories to form even and odd echo data
sets: spectral phase accumulation between individual
readout segments, such as 1⬘ 2⬘, 3⬘, 4⬘, is slightly discontinuous, leading to additional phase modulation in
k-space, resulting in broadening of the point spread function. Phase correction in k-space and the use of a ﬁrstorder phase correction in the spectral domain, as described by Mayer (23) to correct off-resonance effects for
different resonances or least-squares reconstruction (24),
will result in narrower point spread function.
In conclusion, we have developed an MRSI method that
allows collecting a complete spectroscopic image with two
spatial dimensions and one spectral dimension in a single
signal excitation with sensitivity per unit time and unit
volume that is comparable to conventional SENSE-accelerated MRSI. Combining echo-planar readout, interleaved
phase encoding, and partial parallel imaging using SENSE
enables ﬂexible trade-off between gradient and RF encoding to maximize spectral width and spatial resolution. The
method is suitable for applications that require high temporal resolution, such as hyperpolarized MRI, and for reducing motion sensitivity in vivo.
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